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Abstract

Korean nuclear society is yet unfamiliar with the topic, 'organizational

factors on safety', while having shown lots of accomplishments in the area

of physical and human factors on safety. However, recent large-scale

accidents in other technological areas illustrate the importance of managing

organizational factors on safety.

Recently Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI) started

paying attention to this topic and is trying to establish a future research

framework of organizational factors on safety. This paper tries to explain

overall direction of the framework.

Our framework, as managing organizational factors on safety, considers

two kinds of areas: design of management systems, which implies a feed-

forward system including organizational models; and operation of those

systems, which implies a feedback system including management

information and implementation systems.

Our framework also considers the evolution stage of a management

system. Management systems evolve from visibility stage to optimization

stage. To optimize a management system, we should be able to control the

system. To control the system, we should be able to see how the system

is going.

In addition, this paper tries to share some experience of KAERI on

how organizational structure and culture affects organizational performace in

R&D perspective.

1. Introduction

Recent large-scale accidents in other technological areas in Korea were largely

due to institutional failures, rather than technical or human failures; for example,
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lack of commitment effort on safety-related rules and procedures due to lack of

safety-oriented organizational culture. There is growing need among people for

systematic re-evaluation and re-establishment of all safety management systems.

Managing organizational factors on safety is critical especially in Korea.

Korean government has been putting top priority on nuclear safety. However,

Korean nuclear society is yet unfamiliar with 'organizational factors on safety',

while having shown lots of accomplishments in studying physical and/or human

factors on safety. Recently Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI) started

paying attention to this topic and is trying to establish a future research framework

of organizational factors on safety. This paper tries to explain conceptual

background and overall direction of the framework.

2. Current Status

2.1 Nuclear Power Program

Energy security is the primary concern of the energy policy in Korea. In order

to meet increased demands for electricity, the Korean government has been

committed to an ambitious nuclear power programme. Currently, 10 nuclear power

plants(9 PWRs and 1 CANDU) are in commercial operation and 8 more units(5

PWRs and 3 CANDUs) arc under construction. In addition, 5 more nuclear power

plants are scheduled to be constructed by 2006. In 1994, 35.5 percent of nations

electricity production was provided by nuclear power.

2.2 Nuclear R&D Program

In 1992, the Korean government established a 10 year long-term nuclear

R&D program to advance the technological capability of Korea and establish

self-sufficiency in the nuclear field by the beginning of the 21st century. This

program includes the development of strategic key technologies leading to strong

international competitiveness and the early establishment of advanced technology

through a systematic development of basic technology. The program includes such
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R&D areas as nuclear reactor technology, nuclear fuel cycle technology, radioactive

waste management, nuclear safety improvement, basic technologies, radiation/

radioisotope applications, nuclear power plant construction technology, and nuclear

reactor operation technology.

Nuclear safety researches have been mainly performed at KAERI, largely in

such perspectives as integrated nuclear safety assessment, severe accident analysis,

human factors, and nuclear environmental analysis.

3. Research Framework of Organizational Factors

3.1 Research Orientation

We view organizational factors on safety as matters of management systems

concerning NPPs. A management system here doesn't mean a management

information system. It means the set of responsibilities of any decision maker

bounded as a system. An organization is a management system, as a radio is an

electric system or an axle a mechanical system.

Our research will consider all aspects of management systems concerning

organizational factors on safety. Our research will focus on the full spectrum of the

life cycle of management systems at all levels: the design of management systems

that inherently lead to safe operation of NPPs, the implementation of those systems,

and the maintenance of those systems. Often we forget or ignore the full life cycle

of a management system, especially the maintenance side.

Our research will also consider the evolution aspect of a management system.

Management systems evolve from visibility stage to optimization stage. To optimize

a management system, we should be able to control the system. To control the

system, we should be able to see how the system is going.

Our research will consider such levels of analysis as human operator level,

plant level, corporate level, nuclear society level, and national level. Many research

projects in the human operator level are in process in a human factors group at

KAERI. Our research will begin from the plant level and eventually lead to the

national level including social factors on safety.
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3.2 Stakeholders

Our research will consider whole stakeholders and their relationships.

Stakeholders arc key players influencing organizational factors on safety, such as

utility, regulatory bodies, technical organization, and public.

3.2.1 Utility

The utility is the most important player influencing organizational factors,

which includes management and labor, headquarters and NPP sites. In Korea, Korea

Electric Power Corporation(KEPCO) is the only utility company responsible for

electricity generation and distribution, and it is running ten NPPs at four sites.

The utility's recognition and admission of organizational perspective on safety

is crucial for data gathering and system implementation of our research.

3.2.2 Regulatory Bodies

Regulatory bodies also play a key role in determining and shaping

organizational factors through regulation and interface with the utility.

In Korea, Ministry of Science and Technology(MOST) is responsible for

nuclear safety regulation such as licensing and safety inspection, and Korea Institute

for Nuclear Safety(KINS) provides technical and administrative support for MOST.

3.2.3 Technical Organization

Technical organizations play rather modest role for shaping organizational

factors through recommendation to the utility and the regulatory body based on

nuclear safety research including organizational factors.

In Korea, most of nuclear safety researches are being performed at KAERI.

Since KAERI is maintaining national technical authority on nuclear safety with its

technical experts, the utility and the regulatory body largely depend on and can't be

able to ignore technical and organizational recommendations of KAERI.
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3.2.4 Public

Recently the role of public in this picture is growing up with paradigm

changes toward environmentalism and openness. Nuclear activities in many countries

are in stagnation due to systematic anti-nuclear activities of non-governmental

organizations (NGOs). Nowadays public acceptance is the key to pursue nuclear

activities. Bad public acceptance on nuclear energy could even degrade the rationale

of NPP personnel. Public has the power to affect the government, eventually the

regulatory bodies and the utility, and hence is a key player in shaping

organizational factors on safety.

3.3 A Framework for Organizational Factors

Our research borrows the concept of the management cube, explained in more

detail in Appendix, to extract and categorize organizational factors in a normative

sense and to assess a management system. The management cube comprise three

axes in general terms: certainty of goals, completeness of beliefs about cause/effect

relationships, and crystallization of value system. Management policies should pursue

these three to enhance safety.

3.3.1 Certainty of Goals

To secure safe operation of NPPs, organizational goals for safety should be

clear and certain, and NPP personnel should be well aware of those goals. Any

conflict in organizational goals can affect the decisions of NPP personnel

concerning safety. Therefore, consensus on organizational goals would be critical

and the commitment to safety at corporate and plant level of the utility will

increase the clarity of organizational goals for safety. Also Public and regulators

could play important roles in this perspective.

3.3.2 Completeness of Beliefs about Cause/Effect Relationships

To secure safe operation of NPPs, decision makers concerned should have

sound knowledge on the consequences of their decisions and enough relevant
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information - so that they make correct and timely decisions. In addition to rules

and procedures for safe operation of NPPs, there should be clear understanding of

cause/effect relationship concerning decisions and their consequences. To enhance

the understanding, training and education would be critical. Also information sharing

between relevant organizations is important to correctly understand the decision

environment. Technical organizations would play key roles in this perspective.

3.3.3 Crystallization of Value System

To secure safe operation of NPPs, there should be crystallized standards of

desirability for safety; that is, a value system. Managers and NPP personnel should

have clear understanding of what they get from their decisions and actions.

Organizational culture plays an important role in this perspective. To crystallize the

value system for safety, the establishment of a proper performance measurement and

appraisal system would be critical.

4. Future Work

Our research is yet in a primitive stage. It will be performed in inter-

disciplinary approach, incorporating social science, management, safety engineering,

systems engineering, information systems, etc. Our research, based on the

framework described earlier, will proceed from extensive literature survey on

theories, models, and tools. Afterwards, modeling(defining variables and their

relationships), data gathering (including the development of measurement techniques),

and test will be performed. Our research will include the implementation stage of

the results of the study to actual organizations in NPPs. Currently we consider

system dynamics as one of analysis tools for our research.
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Appendix : The Management Cube

The management cube, originally proposed by Thompson[1967] and improved

by Sink[1986], provides a good starting point to deal with organizational factors on

safety in an organization. Thompson[1967] proposed two frameworks on decision

strategies and assessment techniques. His two frameworks contain three variables:

preferences regarding outcomes, standards of desirability, and beliefs about

cause/effect relationships. Sink[1985] integrated these two frameworks into the

management cube as shown in Figure 1, which provides broad implications to the

management process.
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Figure 1 The Management Cube

Three Axes of the Cube

There are three axes in the cube. The first axis is about goals. Sink[1985]

described it as clarity and consensus of goals, objectives, and activities for the

work group, department, function, plant, firm, and so forth. Thompson[1967]

originally depicted this axis as "preferences regarding possible outcomes." Desired

outcomes here mean the goals of the organization, and preferences mean the
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priorities of the goals. To enhance the discussion this axis is divided simply into

two parts. The left part of the axis represents having uncertain goals or priorities of

the goals and lacking the consensus on the goals. The right part of the axis

represents having clarity and consensus with respect to goals.

The second axis is about beliefs about cause/effect relationships.

Thompson[1967] dichotomized this axis into two parts: certain/complete and

uncertain/incomplete. The bottom half of the axis represents uncertain/incomplete

beliefs about cause/effect relationships. The top half of the axis represents

certain/complete beliefs about knowledge or beliefs about the relationships.

The third axis is about the value system. Sink[1985] saw this axis as the

extent or maturity of the development of performance measurement, evaluation, and

control system; crystallization regarding the assessment criteria that will be or arc

used to evaluate and control the performance of the system being managed.

Thompson[1967] originally depicted this axis as "standards of desirability" and

asserted that cultures provide general standards of desirability. This axis is also

divided into two parts: ambiguous and crystallized. The front part of the axis

represents ambiguous value system including unclear assessment criteria. The back

part of the axis represents crystallized value system including clear assessment

criteria.

Three Faces of the Cube

There are three faces in the cube. The first face is formed by the two axes:

goals and beliefs about cause/effect relationships. This face has four cells.

Thompson[1976] put this face for describing the decision strategies. He suggested

that each cell calls for different decision strategies. The decision here means the

selection of actions through which the goals can be accomplished. If the goals are

clear and cause/effect relationships are certain, computational strategies are required.

Sink[1985] suggested the preferred

movement from cell to cell such as from cell (1,1) to cell (2,2), which means
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driving the organization to clearly define the goals and then to learn and enhance

the knowledge about the cause/effect relationships.

The second face is formed by the two axes: beliefs about cause/effect

relationships and the value system. Thompson[1967] put this face for describing

situations and types of assessment of actions. He suggested each cell calls for a

different assessment technique.

• Cell (1,1) ; The cause/effect understanding is incomplete and the standards

of desirability are ambiguous. People don't know how to accomplish the right

things and the value system doesn't provide any guidance. This situation means an

open system. The proper assessment technique is the social test by referent

comparisons.

• Cell (1,2) ; The standards of desirability are crystallized but the cause/effect

understanding is incomplete. People don't know how to accomplish their goals but

they have crystallized value system. The proper assessment technique is the

instrumental test based on effectiveness.

• Cell (2,1) ; The standards of desirability are ambiguous but the cause/effect

relationships is complete. People know how to accomplish the goals but they don't

have crystallized value system. The proper assessment technique is the

organizational test based on quality and efficiency.

• Cell (2,2) ; The standards of desirability are crystallized and the cause/effect

relationship understanding is complete. People know how to accomplish the goals

and they have crystallized value system. The proper assessment technique is the

efficiency test.

The third face is formed by the two axes : goals and value system. This face

represents the identity of an organization.

• Cell (1,1) ; The goals are uncertain and the value system is ambiguous.

People are wandering because they arc not sure what are their goals and what

they get when they take some actions.

• Cell (1,2) ; The goals are uncertain but the standards of desirability are

crystallized. People are trying to do something from which they are sure to get
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some advantages even if they don't know what are their goals. Innovating

organizations may be in this cell.

• Cell (2,1) ; The goals are certain but the standards of desirability are

ambiguous. People are confused because they know their goals but they are not

sure what they get when they accomplish their goals.

• Cell (2,2) ; The goals are certain and the standards of desirability are

crystallized. People get the feeling of being settled because they know what arc

their goals and what they get when they accomplish their goals.

Eight Cells in the Cube

Each of the eight cells has a unique set of characteristics and hence a unique

set of appropriate management strategies and behaviors relative to measurement,

evaluation, control, and improvement.[Sink, 1985] Every organization places at a

cell in the cube by design, purpose, intent, default, or by mistake.[Sink, 1985] For

example, innovating organizations may place in cell (1,1,2). Their goals are often

uncertain, they don't know the cause/effect relationships, but they maintain very

strong culture so that the people in the organization be entrepreneurs. Note that

these organizations can move to cell (2,1,2) by defining the goals clearly and

making consensus through planning processes. But some organizations would stay in

the cell (1,1,2) to motivate the creativity of their people. The cell (1,1,1) needs

strong leadership. Small organizations which are dictated by a leader may place in

the cell (1,1,1).

The position of an organization in the cube can be changed with the effort of

the organization. There seems to be preferred direction on the movement among

cells.

The Cube and the Management Process

Organizations make effort to move from one cell to the preferred cell or to

stay at the current cell. This effort is the management process. For example, to
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make goals clear and make consensus on the goals, organizations do the planning

processes. To make the cause/effect relationships complete, they hire consultants,

organize research teams or task forces, or construct the measurement system which

can show the cause/effect relationships. To make the value system crystallized, they

use strong leadership, emphasize the culture, or construct the evaluation and rewards

system which can tell their people what they get when they accomplish their goals.

The cube also implies what the intervention and improvement effort should be.

If an organization knows where it is in the cube, it can identify the direction of

the effort. For example, suppose an organization is in the cell (1,1,1). Definitely the

first step should be to make the goals clear and to make consensus on the goals,

and hence the intervention effort should be focused on clarifying goals and making

consensus. If an organization is in the cell (2,2,1), it requires a crystallized value

system. Therefore, the intervention effort should be focused on establishing strong

culture or constructing crystallized measurement, evaluation, and rewards system.

Another important point about the cube is that if an organization does not

make any effort to stay in the cell, it may be moved to the cell it doesn't want.

For example, if an organization in the cell (2,2,2) rewards wrong people or doesn't

provide constant motivation, it would be moved to the cell (2,2,1) or in the worst

case to the cell (1,1,1). The cube implies that constant improving effort should be

maintained in the organization.
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